1. Introduction. Let T t , t > 0, be a strongly continuous semigroup of positive linear contractions on the Li-space of a a-finite measure space (X, J^", /x). We denote the integral §Q l T s f ds,f £ £i, by So*/, which is denned as the limit of Riemann sums, in the norm topology of L\. It is easy to see that, given / € Li + , there exists a function F on the product space XX (0, oo), measurable with respect to the usual product c-field, such that for every t à 0, JV^(-, s) ds gives a representation of So/. We write S 0 /(x) for JVF(x, S) ds, with a fixed choice of F.
2.
Preliminaries. Let (X, #", n) be a c-finite measure space, let L p , 1 ^ p ^ oo, be the usual Banach space of functions on (X, J^", /*), and let L p + denote the positive cone of L P , consisting of the non-negative functions in L p . Let, for every t and s > 0, T t : Li-^Li be a linear operator with IIT^H ^ 1, T t Li + C Li + and T t T s = T t+S . Also, assume that for every t > 0 and/6 L 1 ,lim,_ f ||7V-T t f\\ = 0.
We first show that T u t > 0, divides the space X into two sets, which can be called the initially conservative and dissipative parts of X. Definition 2.1. Let g Ç L lt g > 0 a.e. and C = {x\ So'gO) > 0, V t > 0}, £> = X -C.
To justify this definition we prove the following result. Proof. It is clear that for a given g, C is determined up to a set of measure zero. Now, let / Ç Li,/ > 0 a.e., and assume that there exists E £ JF", /x(E) > 0, such that for all t > 0, So'/ > 0 a.e. on E, but for almost all (a.a.) x G E, there exists / = t(x) > 0 such that S 0 m g(x) = 0. Then for a.a. x G E one can find a rational number r = r(x) > 0 such that So r{x) g(x) = 0. Let r*, i ^ 1, be a counting of the positive rational numbers and let
Then there exists a rational number r* > 0 such that n(Ei) > 0. To simplify the notation let Ei = E and r t = 8. We then have S 0 8 f > 0 a.e. on E and So 5 g = 0 a.e. on E. Let e > 0 be fixed and choose n > 0 large enough so that ng ^ / a.e. except on a set H with jHJ du < e. Let /i = x# c / and fz = xnfTherefore, So 8 fi = 0 a.e. on E, and hence,
But this is a contradiction, since f E So 8 f dfj, is a fixed positive number and € > 0 is arbitrary. This completes the proof.
We also note that a similar argument shows that So*/ = 0 a.e. on D, for any/ G L\ and £ ^ 0.
To prove the next result on C we first observe the following general fact. Proof. By letting T = Ts /N , however, we see from the previous lemma that this is a contradiction.
The local ratio theorem.
As mentioned before, our main purpose is to prove the following result. 
on K = {x\ g(x) > 0} r\ C. no ùo g
Before giving the proof we note the following theorem as a corollary. The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be divided into several lemmas. The proof follows directly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.
LEMMA 3.5. Let supo^^^o'C/ -g) > 0 a.e. on E for every t 0 >0,/*(£) <oo. 77^n, g^Ven e > 0, there exists F C E, fx(E -F) < e, such' that <p F f è <pFg.
Proof. Let t n | 0, e n > 0, Y,n=i*n < e. For every n, choose F n C E and b n > 0 such that n(E -F n ) < e n and supo^^« B 5 0 '(/ -g') > 0 a.e. on E n , whenever g' > ô g and ô < Ô n . Let F = Dn=iF n ; hence /x(E -F) < e. On F, supo^ï^« n SV(/ ~~ &') > 0 a.e. whenever g' > ô g, ô < ô n . Choose t n such that <p F l «f S cp F f+ e', e' > 0.
Then <p F f + e ^ <p F g for ail e > 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The ratio .SV/ASVg is defined a.e. on i£, for all t > 0, because of Lemma 2.3. We may assume that/ G Li + . If the limit of this ratio fails to exist as 1j 0 on a set of positive measure, then there exist two real numbers a, /3, 0 < a < /3, and a set E C K, 0 < n(E) < oo, such that lim inf -A-< a < (3 < lim sup -^r* a.e. on E.
t±o ^o g «4, 0 oo g Hence, sup oV(f -fe) > 0 and sup So\ag -f) > 0 a.e. on E,
0^ ^ «o 0^ t^ to
for all /o > 0. Choose t n J, 0, e n > 0, Zr=i€ w < §/*(£) and E w C E, F n C E, ô n > 0, S w > 0, » è 1, such that /x(E -E n ) < e nj ix(E -E n ) < e nj supost^mSo^f -Pg') > 0 a.e. on F ni for all g r > 8 g with ô < ô n and supo^^* n oY(ag -/') > 0 a.e. on Now, if we have an arbitrary/ G Li + , let e > 0 be a given number and choose a real number r so that rh ^ / a.e. except on a set G with J* G f dp < e. Let /1 = x^/and/2 = xaf-Then, from the preceding paragraph, ||/i|| = ||7/i||, since/1 ^ r& a.e. and Trh = rh. Hence, \\Tf\\ = WTfx+TM = Hr/xli + nr/,11 s= ||77x|| = ||/i|| è ||/|| -«. where, again, all the limits are in the norm topology of Za. This completes the proof.
We may notice that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 is true under the following weaker condition. There exists a g G Za + , g > 0 a.e. on D, and an / G £i + such that T t g ^ / for all/, 0 < £ ^ to, with some / 0 > 0. The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
